ADVERTISEMENT

Pharmaceutical Corporations Are Trying To Halt This
Breakthrough Scientific Discovery That Is Poised To Make
90% of ALL Known Prescription Drugs Obsolete!
Because Big Pharma Only Makes Money If You Stay Sick!
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Jeffries
Chief Science Editor

Imagine for a moment living
your life without sickness, without
soreness ... without cancer or
diabetes ... without the aches and
pains of aging... without allergies
... Living your life free of heart,
lung and liver problems, free of
discomfort ... all replaced by total
well being and limitless energy,
wrapped in a body of wrinkle
free youthful looking skin.
This new Breakthrough Scientific
Discovery (called the Cellular
Repair Infuser) has been PROVEN
to make that possible... but the
big drug companies desperately
want to halt its release in North
America ... because this scientific
breakthrough has the Real potential
to make almost EVERY known
prescription medicine obsolete ...
wiping BILLIONS in sales and
profits from their books... and it
is scaring the corporate giants to
death.
But thankfully, as of today, they
have NOT been able to halt the
release of the Cellular Repair Infuser
... So, if you are over 40 (and wish
your weren’t), suffer from ANY
pain or discomfort, or simply
want to look and feel younger –
the Cellular Repair Infuser WILL
transform your health and life
– by enriching your drinking
water with pure hydrogen so it
effectively rejuvenates your cells
and washes away toxins!
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I spoke with Mark Anderson,
the head of product development
at Cambridge Laboratories (the
Canadian Company behind the
Cellular Repair Infuser in North
America) to learn more about this
remarkable new product, to
understand how it works, and to
learn why the drug companies
are set to explode over it.
Mark explained, “The Cellular
Repair Infuser is a true medical
miracle, because it is not a drug
...it is the key to TRANSFORMING
regular tap water into HIGHLY
hydrogenated water (that repairs
all 37.2 trillion cells in your body)
...revitalizing and rejuvenating
every part of you... from joint,
muscle, heart, lung & bone
health ...to hair growth and skin
problems ... to brain function and
more. Every single system in your
entire body is reset and repaired
– while toxins are simply expelled
with every bathroom visit.”
And why do drug companies
fear the Cellular Repair Infuser?
Simple, it’s inexpensive and
effective; using it is as simple as
drinking a few glasses of water, it
makes virtually every prescription
medication obsolete.... And, they
don’t hold ANY of the patents on
it. (USA patent #USP 7,189,330,
Canadian Patent # 2,475,658 and
Japanese Patent # 4252434).
Big Pharma only makes money
if you hurt, if you are tired, or if
you are sick. They don’t want
you to feel well, because that
would destroy their sales and
profits. They are so concerned
because now the power to feel
good and be well is entirely in
your hands...
Looking YOUNG and Living
PAIN FREE is possible through
total cellular rejuvenation ...
and is as simple as drinking three
glasses of hydrogen enriched
water a day.

So what is The Cellular Repair
Infuser exactly, and how does it
work?
The Cellular Repair Infuser is a
bio-engineered cylinder (picture
a pure white test tube) that has
been infused with highly refined,
Ultra-Pure magnesium (this is a
simplified explanation of a very
complicated manufacturing
process).
When you are ready, simply
place the Cellular Repair Infuser
“Cellular Rejuvenation Stick” into
any sealed container of water and
let it sit for 120 minutes. During
the ‘two hour infusion period” –
the hydro-reactive magnesium in
The Cellular Repair Infuser elicits
an ALL NATURAL chemical
“bio-reaction” – turning a regular
glass of water into a “highly
hydrogen enriched, cellular
cleansing” compound – guaranteed
to end the aches and pains of
aging. And that’s just where the
miracle begins ...
By consuming only 3 glasses
of Hydrogen enriched water daily,
you will scrub, rejuvenate, and
repair all 37.2 trillion cells in
your body! You will give your
body a powerful “washing” from
the inside-out... turning “dirty
and damaged” cells ravaged by
oxidation and time - into
“reborn, repaired, and cleansed
cells” – functioning the way they
were meant to... just as they did
at birth.
Dr. Atsunori Nakao, MD,
professor of surgery at the
University of Pittsburgh,
summarized the process behind
the Cellular Repair Infuser by
saying, “You no doubt recall that
a molecule of water, or H2O,
consists of one atom of oxygen
bound to two atoms of hydrogen.
In our bodies, hydrogen functions
as an antioxidant, helping to
prevent and repair cell damage

and inflammation, to protect our
DNA and combat out-of-control
cell growth (which is the root
cause of many diseases including
cancer). The problem is that the
hydrogen in normal water is not
very accessible to the cells in our
bodies. That’s because “free”
hydrogen (hydrogen molecules
not bound to other molecules) is
relatively rare and, being a light
gas, evaporates quickly. The point
of hydrogen enriched water is to
provide hydrogen that is easy for
our cells to utilize.”
And it is the hydrogen enriched
water produced by the Cellular
Repair Infuser that WILL REPAIR
all 37.2 trillion human cells –
just as starfish in NATURE repair
themselves on a cellular level,
(can actually re-grow lost limbs).
Now of course the Cellular
Repair Infuser will not allow you
to re-grow limbs ... but the
hydrogen enriched water it
creates has been CLINICALLY
PROVEN (in over 90 peer reviewed
scientific research papers,
including the much heralded
presentation to NASA by Dr. M.P.
Schoenfeld promoting its use for
astronauts) to:
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Soften and Reduce Wrinkles
Grow Thick, Shiny Hair
Increase Memory function
Eliminate IBS & Constipation
End Joint & Muscle Pain
End Cold Sores, Acne
End Psoriasis, Warts, Eczema
Lift Mood and End depression
Regain Healthy Heart, Lungs
Regain Healthy Liver & Kidneys
Reinforce Strong Bones
Fight Heart Disease
Fight Cancer
Reduce the Incidence of Diabetes
Slow the onset of Alzheimer’s
disease, Dementia and more...

The Cellular Repair Infuser’s
hydrogen enriched water has even
been proven to combat
METABOLIC SYNDROME - a
cluster of conditions, including
increased blood pressure, high
blood sugar, excess body fat, and
abnormal cholesterol or triglyceride
levels... that occur together,
increasing your risk of heart
disease, stroke and diabetes.
Take control of your life NOW
and let the HIGHLY hydrogen
enriched water produced by the
Cellular Repair Infuser, transform
your mind, your body, your mood,
and your feeling of well-being.
Even if you don’t know what
ails you (say for instance your
liver, lungs, or heart are damaged)
– the “Super Hydrogen Enriched
Water” produced by the Cellular
Repair Infuser will seek out the
damaged cells and rejuvenate
them – leaving you feeling GREAT
and feeling YOUNG – even if you
don’t know exactly why!
The Cellular Repair Infuser is
available EXCLUSIVELY in North
America from Cambridge Labs,
and quantities are limited. If you
call their Toll Free Number
(1-888-301-3992) they will send
a 3, 6, 9 or 12-month supply of
Cellular Repair Infusers directly
to your door, for as little as 42¢
(yes, you read that right – just 42
CENTS) per day.
Call now! – The transformative
power of The Cellular Repair
Infuser is 100% guaranteed to
make you feel great – or your
money back. But don’t delay –
the drug companies are still
trying to stop it!

Call Toll Free

1-888-301-3992

